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Pauline's Student Union card from her
days training as a Teacher of the Deaf

I’m delighted to tell you that, with the appointment of
Anne-Marie Hall, my successor as Chief Executive Officer
of the Ewing Foundation, I can finally retire!
This year marks the Ewing
Foundation’s 65th Anniversary. The
initial purpose of the charity was to
pass on the skills and knowledge
needed by school staff to enable
their deaf pupils to make the most
of their abilities through listening
and hearing. It was envisaged that
a day would come when we were no
longer needed. Unfortunately,
Ewing’s expertise and support is
still very necessary, but for the
positive reasons that the advances
in technology and knowledge of
language acquisition are

2017 marks half a century for me
working with and for deaf children
and young people. Over my
career, I have worked in a variety
of roles and settings, and spent the
last 12 years with Ewing. This post
has been very fulfilling, and I am
grateful to have had the
experience of helping to develop
the work of this unique and special
charity with the support and help
of a wonderful team and Trustees.

accelerating, and deaf learners’
potential to develop spoken
language on a par with their hearing
peers, and to access mainstream
curricula, improve all the time.
In 1967, I could never have dreamt
that profoundly deaf children could
have age-appropriate speech and
language by the time they started
school. There has been amazing
progress, but still much to be done.

CEO Pauline Hughes, and pictured (third left) with the Ewing Foundation team

We look forward to letting you know more about Pauline's successor Anne-Marie
in our next edition.

Thank you
to Mary
A special thank you to
Mary Hostler who has
retired from the Board of
Trustees after 12 years of
service. She describes the
Ewing Foundation as,
'Unique, caring and
effective.'

Making television
accessible
The Digital Economy Bill, which included a Clause proposed
by our Trustee Lord Borwick, was discussed at the House of
Lords in February.
The requested Clause will empower the Secretary of State to
make regulations to ensure that providers of on-demand
television programmes make their services accessible to
people with visual and/ or hearing impairments. The
Regulations will require programmes to be accompanied by
sub-titles, audio description and either presented in, or
translated into, sign language. The Government have
accepted this amendment.

Toolkit for Teachers of the Deaf
We have launched an easy-to-use
toolkit to help Teachers of the Deaf.
Designed in partnership with
Connevans Ltd, the Ewing Foundation's
Speech in Noise Toolkit plays prerecorded sound through the user's own
device (computer, tablet, smart phone)
and includes all equipment needed to
carry out accurate and repeatable
speech in noise tests for pupils of all
ages.
The Toolkit is intended for use in realworld school settings. While it is not
intended to replace or replicate clinical
test tools, when used as part of a range
of tests, the Toolkit will provide useful,
measurable and repeatable speech
discrimination test results which will
help inform decisions regarding the
best provision for the child.

It includes the Manchester Picture Test, Manchester Junior Word List and AB Short
Word List plus the required equipment needed to perform speech tests from a variety
of devices.
The Toolkit is available from Connevans Ltd. If you would like a demonstration from
the Ewing Foundation, please do let us know.

Ewing Foundation's Speech in Noise Toolkit

Ewing Foundation provides training, educational consultancy and technical
support for professionals working with deaf children. If you would like to find
out more, please contact us at our NEW address:
Ewing Foundation
15 Great College Street
London
SW1P 3RX

Tel: 01273 301929
Tel/ text: 07778 599939
Email: claires@ewing-foundation.org.uk
Registered charity no: 226746

It you would like to make a donation towards our work, please visit
www.ewing-foundation.org.uk/ support us

Thank you very much.

